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Do you want to download or read a book? - ISD Global, the
Dubai based new age Brand Marketing consultancy has
ventured into setting up its own out of home media
branding�platforms.This comes close on the heels of ISD
Global launching its magazine Brand Knew last month- Brand Knew, which provides a
holistic perspective on thre world of brands and branding,�has two versions- one the
print version and the other�a digital version, accessible on
http://brandknew.groupisd.com�"When it comes to brand communication on various
media platforms, there is a significant amount of hyper clutter and that gets dovetailed
with the�deficit of trust, attention, time & resources. Amidst this dynamic and
challenging eco system, the�struggle for brand marketing consultancies like ISD Global
and the brands it works with�is to keep the doors of meaningful engagement open with
audiences, in order to strike the right chord and drive the message home. Our efforts at
creating our own media properties be it in the form of Brand Knew magazine or this
OOH platform, that resonates with�the needs of the brands,�is a step in that direction,"
avered Suresh Dinakaran, Group CEO, ISD Global.�The LED Screen is located right on
Al Ittihad Road(popularly referred to as the Dubai Sharjah Road) which is arguably one
of �the most traffic dense roads in the UAE with more than 120000 vehicles plying on it
every day. Considering the pace at which traffic moves on the road especially during the
evening peak times between 5pm and 9 pm, the opportunity for any brand
communication to be seen, recalled & acted upon is very high. Brands are forever looking
at creating consistently high visibility and a medium like this LED Screen to advertise
which gives the effect of advertising on a regular TV screen except that it provides
sharp,clear images even in broad daylight, is a fantastic platform.The LED Screen runs
for more than 14 hours a day starting at 12 noon and going on until 2 am.Going forward,
plans are afoot to increase the exposure time to 18 hours a day.�"Quite a few brands
have begun to realise the value that such LED Screen exposure on one of the busiest

UAE roads can bring.London School of Economics(University of London), Barakat
Juices, Western International College(WINC), Barloworld Logistics, Mainpal Dubai,
University of Bolton�etc have already signed up long term contracts. Other brands
across categories including Automobiles, F&B, Hospitality, FMCG,
Apparels/Fashion�etc are also considering this advertising platform very seriously. With
more than 120 spots a day of 20 seconds each, that translates to more than 3600 spots a
month, brands are assured of high value exposure on the most sought after media
environment in the UAE," echoed Pravin Ahir, Head of Operations and Creative
Director, ISD Global. �"When cars move on that road at less than 10kmph, the traffic
gridlock actually assures that brands advertising gets the maximum visibility & mileage.
And because of the high volume of spots, there is consistent reminders provided to the
audience using that road- this helps in ensuring that the brand message gets seen and
recalled. Plus, the power of the audio visual medium to convey a brand story much better
than any other form of communication is a distinct advantage," added Muffaddal Joher,
New Media Architect and Art Director, ISD Global.�ISD Global are the inventors of the
5C Model in brand communication where content, context and conduit should lead to
customer & commerce. They also propogate the BEST ,which effectively is Brand
Energy Stimulation Technique, using the science of universal energy to augment,
revitalise and re engineer under performing brands. With operations straddling 6 different
geographies including UAE, UK, USA, India, Mauritius & Vietnam, and a team of
passionate strategists and creative czars, ISD Global remains well positioned to service
the needs of both established and emerging brands across multiple market
footprints.Brands across multiple genres including Automobiles, FMCG, Banking &
Financial Services, Real Estate, Consumer Electronics, Luxury & Lifestyle, Fashion &
Jewellery, Education &Training, IT & IT services, Travel, Tourism, Hospitality, Food &
Beverages, Media & Entertainment, Furniture & Interiors, Office Automation etc are
serviced and developed by ISD Global.To know more about how ISD Global can help
brands realise its business and brand marketing objectives, please communicate on
info@groupisd.com - Read a book or download
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Music in Review pdf kaufen? - Night vision devices come with enormous number of
benefits. Because of which these unique equipments are very much in demand these days.
Also, with the passage of time, there is a significant progress in technology, thus taking
inventions and discoveries to a whole new dimension. People have now discarded the age
old means and have substituted them with the latest ones. Same wise the night vision
devices have been remodeled and modified at every stage, from the beginning of its first
creation till date, so as to meet the necessary requisites of the users. These high-end
devices enable personnel to carry out operations under conditions that would not have
been possible otherwise. There are two types of night vision devices. Image
intensification (I�) systems that enhance the lighting that is available within the existing
environment. On the other hand, Infrared (IR) devices use heat emissions to identify
objects that will not be detected using available light sources. These systems support a
wide range of military operations that would not have been possible, otherwise. Military
personnel and adventure seekers typically, rely on their visual capability during most
operations, so it's very essential, that they should look for products that are authentic and
reliable.Various kinds of night vision scopes are available for sale these days in the
market. Buy products like- Nightfall 2.5x50 NVMT 4x50, Sirius Gen 2+ ID MG, Recon
750R, Spark CORE Hybrid Scope , i Gen 20/20 Digital Scope, Digital NV Ranger 5x42,
Sea Wolf 3x42, DFA75 Digital Night Vision Adapter etc. These exclusive range of
products is made using state-of-the-art technologies and premium quality materials, such
that they last long and also serves your purpose efficiently. Buy one of these attractive
items and experience its top-class services. They also deliver excellent value for the
money as they are cost-effective. You can even prefer to buy scopes online, if you do not
want to waste time strolling around the markets in search of the perfect device that would
suit all your requirements. Buy products like Nightfall 2.5x50. That is an integrated
PULSE IR infrared illuminator that provides exceptional close-range lighting, that's
particularly useful when you're wandering around your house during a power outage. It is
built with a modern, easy-grip design with a rubber-armored body and lightweight frame.
The Nightfall fits naturally in your hand and places its digital controls right at your
fingertips for quick and easy use. It is also water resistant. The Ghost Hunter 5x60 is is
robustly built such that it last longer and is housed in a lightweight polymer housing. An
integrated shut-off feature turns the unit off automatically if it is accidentally exposed to
bright light sources; a feature designed to save the night vision tube, thus ensuring years
of operation. -Download quickly, without registration

